
EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT SURVEY 2022

Raw Comments 
Qualitative Analysis



Working Group 1

Job Satisfaction & Support;
Communication;  
Diversity, Inclusion & Belonging.

 



Job Satisfaction & Support;
 81 mentions "my job"

"My job"; overall positive.
"Appreciate", "enjoy", "love/genuinely love", "find satisfaction in", "have excelled at";
"potentially lose", "makes me feel afraid of losing", "flexibility to do my job remotely", "not be
micromanaged", 

152  mentions "morale" and satisfaction.
"Low", "very low morale", "morale has tanked", "at an all time low", "In the last 20 years", "in my
15 years..." "Start giving a damn about morale because in the 18 years I've been at WMU it has
never been anywhere near this bad."

"Greater  demands in the department", "understaffed", "more work and less people".

"Work from home", "flexibility", "better pay", "resentment and guilt from colleagues who lost
their jobs".

"Actually address bullying in the work place (having policies is one thing; implementing them
is another)."



Job Satisfaction & Support;
406 mentions "Support"

Positive (Executive/Admin Officers) / (Faculty)
"The ability to grow as a professional and develop my skills while feeling supported"
"Working with great people and opportunities to grow, learn, create initiatives and solutions
to problems in support of student and employee success and greatness."

"I feel very supported by my director"; "a supportive department"; "heard and supported by my
Dean". 

"I feel like I have a very healthy and supportive department, but once I go outside of my
department, things are toxic."
 
Negative
"Lack of support from the University"; "No support from supervisors".
Partnerships across departments and colleges.



Communication
142 mentions

Shared governance. "Clearer communication, transparency, embracing shared governance and
the wealth of knowledge among the faculty." 

With Senior leadership. "Lack of" or "zero communication with senior leadership."

In general. "Minimal", "difficult", "better communication between departments", "make
communications systems more effective", "communicate equally to everyone". "Better",
"honest".

Specific. "Part time faculty are never included in anything, little communication, little
opportunity for participation in anything."

Lack of connectedness and communication. "Does not listen". "Among departments". "We
rarely even know what anyone else is up to. Connectivity". "Connection".  



"Appreciate working with a diverse student population, diverse colleagues and faculties".  
"There is an encouraging degree of emphasis on diversity, equity and inclusion lately". 
"Compared to the community at large, there is more diversity here on campus".  

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
150 diverse, diversity; 46 equity; 27 inclusion; 5 BIPOC; 4 LBTQ;  
Inclusion (DEI) except 2, connectedness and communication 

*President. Being representative, DEI initiatives. "With the exception of diversity and
inclusion initiatives, the President often appears missing". 
 
Positive 



Small representation of BIPOCS and women in leadership. "Leadership and faculty
predominantly white". "Diversity in tenure tracks". "More diverse board". 
Salary equity. 
Diversity of points of view/opinions. "Political diversity". "No genuine tolerance". "Are
conservatives as welcome as liberals?" "Repressive groupthink". "Pushing of ideas". 
Hostile working environment. 4 African American or BIPOC comments explaining
racism or white supremacist.
Diversity as a concept. "Much more than race"; "what about LGBTQ, individuals with
disabilities, first generation college students, and faculty who bring new and fresh
research and teaching strategies ought all be invited and welcomed to the WMU
community". 
Lack of actions, results. "Assessment of progress". "Walk the talk". 

Provide diversity training and inclusive teaching practices to faculty. 
Feedback on current trainings. 
Facilities Management situation.  

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
Negative 

 
Recommendations by participants 



Working Group 2

Professional Development;
Confidence in Senior Leadership; 
Supervisor/ Department Chair
Effectiveness.

 



Recognized as a benefit. Specifically educational opportunities.

"Some department have budget, but not all employees have access to"
"HR process suppress career advancement"
Clear "career progression paths"
"professional development and training for supervisors"
"Since the Professional Development fund is not granted, many faculty are not renewing
memberships to organizations they need to belong to."
There's no reward for completing further education or professional development."

Professional Development
Professional Development (29), Tuition Remission (32), educational opportunities, and career
advancement.

Positive 

Negative

 



Chair Effectiveness

67 mentions "Chair"

Positive (27).
What do you appreciate  most from WMU? “Amazing” or "amazed by" (4), “supportive” or
“support from” (4),  “flexibility” (3), “their effort”

Negative (11).
"no confidence" (3), "incompetence" (2), "ineffective", "over-worked", "is a disaster", "improve
equitable practices", "use authority", "too many administrators",

Neutral.
"Give the ability to manage", "ability to make decisions"

"Should be appointed in consultation with faculty".
 



Confidence in Senior Leadership
Senior Leadership 319 mentions

"There is little sense of shared values, trust and respect, and that we are working towards common
goals."

Participation and presence.  "Increase presences", "foster relationships", "Listen more", "Willingness
to listen and utilize feedback", "take action with feedback". "Senior leadership that stepped outside
of their offices and visited department meetings once in a while, walked around campus where they
could be seen."

Leadership that is not a part of the community. "The union vs. administration dichotomy". "Flat
refusal to engage with the community coming from the president and president's cabinet". "Out of
touch with this community". "Vision of community is unclear". "Senior leadership communicating
with the campus community" (2). 

Communication.  "Work to improve morale, transparency, communication". "More transparent".

 



Confidence in Senior Leadership
Senior Leadership 319 mentions

Shared decision-making. "Feels top-down decisions", "Include the rest of campus in decision-
making", "have never sent a message saying 'email us your ideas", "policies that are the exact
opposite of recommendations", "avoiding faits accomplis", "impunity and lack of
accountability".

Respect. 

"Clearer mission and vision", "better sense of direction".

"Understanding that administrative rules and budgeting need to be tailored to unique
programs and majors." "Budget for scholarly activities".

 



Senior Leadership

Senior Leadership (319)
....
VPs (8) Vice-Presidents (39) 
 Cabinet (27) 
Frequency 1-4



Board of Trustees
 

Board (57)
Trustees (44) 
BOT (12)
Board of Directors (2)
Frequency 1-5



President 
Montgomery

President (264) 
Montgomery (59)
Frequency  1-28
3 positive comments



Vice Presidents 
& Cabinet

VPs (8) Vice-Presidents (39) 
 Cabinet (27) 
Frequency 1-4
1 positive comment



Provost's Exit

Provost (102) Bott (78)
Frequency 1-4, 10
Role "more control, real oversight" 
Current Interim Provost 



Working Group 3

Collaboration; 
Faculty and Staff Wellbeing;
Performance Management.

 



Collaboration
 

39 mentions

Promote, increase collaboration.

"Authentic collaboration", "effective collaboration", "more collaboration", "increased
collaboration", "encourage collaboration"... "among Departments", "with other Colleges",
"with staff and leadership".

"One-sided partnerships exist, collaboration is rare."

"Work on campus partner collaboration and community (there are messages that come
out very last minute with no time to prepare)."



Mattering. "We don’t matter". "They don’t care". "They don’t listen". "Provost cared". 
Emotionally exhausting. "Detriment", "drained", "exhausted", "tired", "I'm done", "left
emotionally". 
Need for balance. Work - life balance. 
Well-being of students. "Support students", "focus on prevention". "Crisis
management". 

Well-Being
Well-being will discover what WMU can do to better safeguard the overall health of our

community through education about the eight dimensions of well-being – physical,
emotional, spiritual, intellectual, social, environmental, financial, occupational. 

 
Wellbeing 8, well-being 28, emotional 5, remote/ remote work 116, balance 91  
 
Positive 
What do you appreciate most of WMU? "Flexibility", "remote work".  
Network and support. "Supportive supervisors", "Chairs", "Directors", "supportive network
and colleagues". 

Negative 



WMU as an employer in the community (2). Students role in the community. Connection
to professional community. 
"We are able to make a strong community of meaningful and useful support for our
students and foster an environment of paying forward and outreach from our alumni
from the program".  
"Thank you for your care about the well-being of our students, employees and
community".  
Used to describe the community: "Caring community", "Intellectual community",
"Professional community", "Academic community", "solidarity". 

Community Building/ Well-being
200 Community 
What do you appreciate most of WMU? "Sense of community" (14), "the community" (13),
"impacting the greater community" (12), "being part of a community" (6), "connection with
the community" (5). "People I work with", "my unit", "my department". 



Performance Management
63 mentions 

What would make WMU better? Performance-based pay and performance-based raises.

"Merit/performance based promotional process instead of leadership skewing results in
order to promote favorites which aid to further justification of initial
placement/promotion of said favorites."

"Ability to advance based upon performance, not degrees." "Performance evaluation for
non-tenure track." 

"1) Performance reviews tied to merit increases. I can do exceptional work but get the
same raise as a poor performer. 
2.) Career progression chart. I have no idea what I need to do differently to move up in
my role. 
3.) Consistency among employees in the same role. Everyone does something different 
4.) Investment in technology."



Working Group 4

Mission and Pride; 
WMU Custom Statements.

 



WMU Custom Statements.
 ""I love..." (95); "I love WMU" (10); if we love WMU (7).

"Western Way"  (9)
There is little to no communication from this College/University, as told over and over "it's
the Western way".
 "There's the right way, the wrong way, and the Western way." It's high time we tried doing
things the right way. 

Communication (131), Better communication (20)

Political (15), Politics (5)
"This Educational institution should be neutral of all Political Propaganda. Using the
university's email system to send out such messages of dissemination the way WMUK does is
wrong. Email at Western Michigan University should be used for communication purposes
conducive for logistical planning and functionality."

Marketing (87), Mission (95)
"WMU needs to market WMU has an academically rigorous doctoral research university
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"



Mission & Pride
95 mentions (mission); 

Academic excellence is perceived as the "Mission", "Main Mission", "University Mission". 
"Remember our mission is education"; "Marketing efforts "hijack" our mission." "Seems as
an after thought".
 
Positive 
"Working together toward excellence", "the University caring about academic programs",
"having strong academic and research programs", "world-class facilities", "supporting
students in their academic journey". 

Pride (25)
"Pride in our work", "in our institution" "uphold our points of pride", "we need to show
more pride".

"I love WMU" (10); if we love WMU (7).



Make academic matters the central focus. "Prioritize versus athletics". "More tenure
lines". 
Academic focused leadership. "Provost exit", "senior leadership to believe and prioritize
mission". 
Budget model. "Focus on money over academics". "Research University nor vocational or
business school". "Vote of no confidence".  

Higher academic standards for students. "Recruitment", "high levels of cheating". 
Focus on academic advising. "Advisor student ratio", "investment", "pay".  
Making campus experience great. "Support services", "better resources", "academic and
non-academic departmental support". 

Negative 
Leadership and mission-driven alignment. 

 
Student recruitment, retention, and experience. 
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Faculty Union
AAUP

AAUP (15) 
Union (76) Non-union staff
Frequency  1-4, 11
Mostly positive by faculty
Non unionized staff



Academic Excellence
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
Well-Being
Sustainability
Research and Creative Scholarship
Internationalization
Community Building

WMU Strategic Plan
Key Priorities



Leadership (744)
Accountability (39) Listen (125) Care about us (290)

Morale (152), Purpose (32)
Communication (142)

Transparency (139) Honesty (18) Unclear Vision/ Vision/Direction
(14 +78+59)

Compensation (82) and Benefits (380)
Performance (63) Review, Rewards, System, Merit (65) Balance (91),
Flexibility (144), Remote (116) Leave (243), Parental leave (25)

Provost/Bott (102 +78)
Diverse Teams/Diversity/DEI (43 + 114 + 12)
Research Institution, Technology, Buildings...

Initial Themes Highlighted in Key Priorities 

 



Academic Excellence
Academic Excellence will identify opportunities for enhancing WMU’s academic
programs, teaching and learning methods, and curricular offerings. They will
also examine how to maintain, develop, and uplift the reputation of our
programs. 
 
152 Academic; 5 Excellence 

Academic excellence is perceived as the "Mission", "Main Mission", "University
Mission". 
 
Positive 
"Working together toward excellence", "the University caring about academic
programs", "having strong academic and research programs", "world-class
facilities", "supporting students in their academic journey". 



Make academic matters the central focus. "Prioritize versus athletics". "More tenure lines". 
Academic focused leadership. "Provost exit", "senior leadership to believe and prioritize mission". 
Budget model. "Focus on money over academics". "Research University nor vocational or business school".
"Vote of no confidence".  

Higher academic standards for students. "Recruitment", "high levels of cheating". 
Focus on academic advising. "Advisor student ratio", "investment", "pay".  
Making campus experience great. "Support services", "better resources", "academic and non-academic
departmental support". 

Excellence in teaching. "More recognition", "holding faculty accountable", "student engagement". 
Review of academic programs. "No longer viable", "outdated". "Knowledge over skills". 

Academic Excellence
Negative 
Leadership and mission-driven alignment. 

 
Student recruitment, retention, and experience. 

 
Faculty involvement. 

 
Recommendation by participant 
Increasing the budget to permanently include more FSII-Counseling Specialist positions to meet the ratio
recommendations would be a great help to the campus community and allow it to better serve the needs of
students, improve academic outcomes and graduation rates, as there are students who suffer 
in those areas due to mental health needs. 



"Lip service" (2). 
Concerning practices. "Include throwing away merchandise with the previous logo or slight color
misprints". "Remote work", "eco-wellbeing". 
Commitment to students. "Provide a sustainable campus", "more experiments". 
Institutional value. "Take seriously". "Consistent emphasis on sustainability". 

Weak focus on solar energy. More EV chargers. 
Carbon neutral by 2065 is an absolute joke. Students graduating this year will be retiring by then
and the ice-caps will be gone. Promote sustainability focused engineering courses. 

Sustainability
Sustainability will investigate how WMU can prioritize our commitment to protecting our natural
resources and better educate our community about the importance of creating short- and long-term
solutions to minimize the negative impacts of climate change on our local, state, national, and global
environments. 

13 comments on Sustainability 
 
Positive  "We have a great Department for Sustainability". 
 
Negative 

"Should be integrated into decisions".  
 
Recommendations by participants



Academic freedom in researching and teaching. "Academic rigor", "collegiality", "freedom
in conducting research and teaching"; "friendly colleagues".    
Opportunities to advance on the academic side. 
The academic and innovative culture. "The impact that we have on growing", "learning",
"young adults and our ability to shape the future through their education".   

Research and Creative Scholarship
Research and Creative Scholarship will analyze opportunities for WMU to advance the
frontiers of knowledge and foster excellence in scholarship, discovery, and creative activities
(artistic, historical, literary, philosophical, scientific, and technical) as a public doctoral
university and Higher Research Activity Institution. 

Positive 

 



"Academic freedom has become a double-edged sword."
More focus on specific research areas. E.g. "College of Arts and Science
(Neurosciences and neurobiology)". 

Facilitate interdisciplinary research. "Promote multi-department social gatherings". 
Research ranking. "This institution needs to decide if it is committed to being a
"Research I" level of academic institute and support this endeavor, or focus on
Master's level and below graduate and undergraduate research."

Research and Creative Scholarship
Negative 

 
Recommendations by participants 



"Appreciate Internationalization and Global Engagement are a university priority". "WMU's
commitment to global engagement". "Proud of being part of a national and internationally
recognized program". "Enjoy working with international students". 

Concern about international students. "Better understanding of international students
experience and their needs". "More support services". 
International office and leadership need to be revamped. 
Senior leadership to  incorporate internationalization and global engagement.
World languages and global experiences have become diluted.  "Uphold the tenets of a liberal
education (e.g. meaningful global immersion programs -not short-term academic tourism!)". 

Internationalization
Internationalization will explore ways to connect with students on a globally engaged scale by
enhancing learning through borderless classrooms, a diversified curriculum, and strengthening the
collaborative relationships between WMU and our international partners. 

24 International; 18 Global; 2 Internationalization;  

Positive 

 
Negative 



"Have a better global presence". 
"Emphasize the amazing research discoveries, notable alumnus and impacting WMU
history to the world. Also highlight the fact that WMU has Arabs on the football team
(like EMU highlighted last year one their team). WMU even once had the first South
Korean football player. WMU also had one of the first Chinese baseball players back in
2016".
"Make a better connection with Native American communities but requiring all students
to learn about their culture, history etc".  
"HIGE new international fee of $750 puts doubt on university ideology of welcoming for
international students."   

Internationalization
Recommendations by participants



WMU as an employer in the community (2). Students role in the community. Connection
to professional community. 
"We are able to make a strong community of meaningful and useful support for our
students and foster an environment of paying forward and outreach from our alumni
from the program".  
"Thank you for your care about the well-being of our students, employees and
community".  
Used to describe the community: "Caring community", "Intellectual community",
"Professional community", "Academic community", "solidarity". 

Community Building
Community Building will examine how we can create an environment at WMU that fosters a
sense of belonging, safety, and support for all faculty, staff, and students. They will also seek
ways that the University can engage with the greater regional community, including through
service learning, corporate engagement, and athletics, to strengthen our relationships with
those that we serve. 

200 Community 
What do you appreciate most of WMU? "Sense of community" (14), "the community" (13),
"impacting the greater community" (12), "being part of a community" (6), "connection with
the community" (5). "People I work with", "my unit", "my department". 



Leadership that is not a part of the community. "The union vs. administration
dichotomy". "Flat refusal to engage with the community coming from the president and
president's cabinet". "Out of touch with this community". "Vision of community is
unclear". "Senior leadership communicating with the campus community" (2). 
Lack of connectedness and communication. "Does not listen". "Among departments". "We
rarely even know what anyone else is up to. Connectivity". "Connection".   
Low morale. "Everyone is upset all the time". "Worst time". "As never before". 
Sense of safety in the community (2). "The RIF, faculty/staff divide", "poor
communication", "lack of vision", "unwillingness to make hard decisions", "outdated
shared governance model  destroy any sense of culture or community". 

Community Building
Negative 
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